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among many other typologies of objects and 
furniture.

Soon, those intimate spaces became 
public (always elitist though somewhat 
more spacious) to continue collecting and 
showing valuable objects, but now also 
including those considered rare because of 
their origin or noteworthy for the sciences, 
given their novelty.

Continuing this historical evolution, the 
cabinet ceased to be just an object or space 
and became a denomination, which grew 
in complexity with the development of the 
economic and political power structures. 
Thus, it has been used up to the present 
to indicate public information archives or 
offices and professional and/or scientific 
spaces, as well as official groups of political 
and State representatives.

We are talking about more than 
5 centuries of ownership, collections, 
knowledge, and power.

The Kabinett of the Art Fairs 

In recent years, the French cabinet became 
the Kabinett (now in its German term) and 
assumed a role of mercantile asset. We 
are referring to the Kabinett Sector of the 
international art fairs.

It would seem like a new change in the 
nature of the original, but no – it is a subtle, 
intelligent transformation that places it 
between the reservoir of value it always was 
and the generator of new values it now is.

It irradiated in the early 21st century 
from the prestigious Basel Art Fair of 
Switzerland and has settled in its followers 
Art Basel Hong Kong and Art Basel 
Miami, among others. The Asian fair 
made its debut in 2016 with its Kabinett 
Sector made up by 19 micro exhibitions 
“curated” inside the commercial booths of 
the respective galleries. These Kabinetts 
covered from group thematic showcases 
to solo shows, and according to their 
organizers, contributed “the historical 
space of educational purposes with which 

Obsessions and 
Accumulations in the 
Artist’s Cabinet

Centuries had to elapse to make the modest 
wooden case or cabinet treasuring small 
personal objects and memories (valuable or 
not), change from its simple functionality in 
Ancient Greece and Rome to the ostentation 
of 16th century European courts and the 
History of Art. It was thus that the cabinet 
(adopting its French name) became a 
sumptuous object and its contents began to 
gain collectable value.

Some more time, economic power 
and representative nature sufficed to 
cease regarding the cabinet as a piece 
of furniture and turn it into a space, 
the boudoir, of intimate and exquisite 
architecture, almost always associated to 
feminine taste. It was used to store values, 
but in the first place to protect the privacy 
of those who owned them. Other objects 
gradually appeared, also derived from the 
cabinet and the boudoir: late 17th century 
“cabinet painting”, small and proportional 
to such a space; the French 18th century 
“cabinet jewels”; the early 19th century 
“cabinet piano”; “cabinet photography”, 
slightly larger in format than the preceding 
photographic print and more adequate for 
the group portraits of the late 19th century, 



efforts’, they say) and instead, maintain 
“cabinets” or commercial collections and 
interact online with greater effectiveness 
with the artist’s workshop, museums and 
collectors. Meanwhile, museums, dealers, 
biennial promoters, collectors, and artists 
visit the fairs as a valid exercise of field 
exploration and closing of all kinds of 
artistic transactions, beneficial for all those 
involved.

The Kabinetts of the Art Biennials

Although biennials continue to be formats 
of artistic judgment that intend to validate 
the creation of their respective contexts, 
they are no longer the only ones accredited. 
Their premises are based on the artistic-
academic criterion and pretend not to 
contaminate with the art market, but the 
truth is that they are just another crest of 
the commercial scene of contemporary 
art. In fact, all its actors (artists, curators, 
institutions, sponsors, galleries representing 
the guest artists, among many others) 
prepare in each edition for a confrontation 
that no longer develops exclusively on the 
field of ideas. Ever more, the biennials of 
contemporary art offer a plural platform for 
guests and non-guests to compete on an 
equal exhibiting base, i.e., of presence and 
coexistence.

The international contemporary art 
scene is so extensive and at the same time 
global that today it is impossible for a 
biennial institution and its curators to trace 
its course monopolistically. They are no 
longer the tabula rasa of evaluation. On the 
contrary (and there lies their greatest and 
most beneficial influence), biennials have 
been emerging in favorable or provocative 
moments to make art, the artists, and their 
multiple promoters assume the leadership.

It is perhaps for that reason that 
biennials and art fairs seem to resemble one 
another in our days, because they interact 
and borrow some of their previous precepts 
and action forms. In the end we are 

the audience was not familiar.”1 In turn, 
in 2018 Basel Miami praised its Kabinett 
Sector (not new, but larger), which covered 
from “Norwegian photography to Egyptian 
sculpture”, including two kabinetts of 
Cuban artists represented by Miami and 
Zurich galleries. All these spaces were 
defined as places where the galleries “are 
flexing a curatorial muscle that has been 
growing steadily rather than remaining pure 
art dealers”.2  And indeed, all these spaces 
are conceived with the inclusion of one or 
several of the original characteristics of the 
16th century European cabinets as well as 
the current curatorial practices: they collect 
histories, exhibit oddities or anticipate 
novelties. And they also do it in terms of 
space, in areas or subdivisions inside the 
booths already rented by the galleries. 
Like the original boudoir, they can be 
considered more intimate, giving the visitor 
the sensation of being invited to a moment 
of exclusiveness. Actually, nothing is new in 
the marketing dynamic.

Art fairs today compete with biennials 
in frequency, organization, thematic 
approaches, geographical scope, research 
object, specialized visits, collateral 
activities, popularity, and entertainment. 
And one could say that on occasions 
they surpass them. In fact, the fairs 
have considerably changed the scene of 
visual arts in our day, since biennials, 
like museums, are compelled to reinvent 
themselves in order to present exhibitions 
that compete in the public’s preference 
with art fairs and thematic parks, which 
nowadays are visited almost under the 
same conditions. Consequently, art dealers 
ever more often choose to close their 
gallery spaces (‘no more promotional 

1 Adeline Ooi, Directora de Asia en Art Basel, 
en www.myartguides.com/post/news/art-basel-
announce-the-first-hong-kong-kabinnet-sector

2 www.artbasel.com/news/highlights-of-art-basel-
miami-beach-kabinett-sector



speaking of almost the same thing, although 
with different names, and many of their 
objectives almost do not differ anymore. On 
the contrary, they feedback reciprocally.

It would then be realistic and useful to 
say that all strategies to participate in the 
contemporary art scene are valid because 
they allow art and the artist (literally 
speaking) to live, and consequently the 
dealer and the art institution as a whole, 
including the collector. And also the public 
who visits fairs and biennials to a much 
lesser extent, although it is sad to admit. 
Because the fact is that the common man 

cabinet ALEXANDRE ARRECHEA 

Space continues to be Arrechea’s obsession. First he studied those eminently domestic 
spaces where objects and their functions were the protagonists, and soon he was dealing 
with the architectonic space of greater scale and social incidence. Having mastered their 
typologies, functions and symbolical values, he began to study them (and in a certain way, 
to classify them) according to their capacity to generate actions and conducts: the space 
of game, the monitored space, the space of violence; also the space containing politics or 
the economy and therefore generator of power. His entire work moves around this research. 
Another one of his great obsessions has also been to build multiplied spaces, even within 
its own levels, adding greater and new functions to it. The watercolors and objects made 
between 2000 and 2018 put together in this showcase are mainly the first sketches of 
sculptures, installations and urban scale projects. The oldest is an untitled piece from 
2000 made up by fretwork leaves, which summarizes formal solutions and concepts 
developed in many subsequent works. El rostro de la nación (The Nation’s Face), his most 
recent piece, is an animation video in collaboration with the Figueroa-Vives Studio with 
soundtrack by Pavel Urquiza. It consists of an oval/mask/earth in constant transformation 
supposed to represent the physical space of the nation itself, unfinished. On this occasion 
and as unique presentation, the piece adopts the nature of a performance by introducing 
live percussion by the San Cristóbal de Regla ensemble.

cabinet ALEJANDRO CAMPINS 

It covers the series of paintings made by the artist between 2013 and 2018, among them 
the ones made in Egypt (2013), in the town of Troya in his native province of Manzanillo, 
Cuba (2014-2015), and the most recent of bunkers (Holland, Albania, Norway) in 2017-
2018. Some of these paintings have only been previously seen in the artist’s workshop and 
the Figueroa-Vives Studio. The cabinet includes a selection of photographs (silver/gelatin) 
belonging to the above-mentioned series, as well as the one entitled Declaración Pública 
(2013) that registers all political spaces existing in all the towns of the Island, many of 

still knows little about fairs, biennials, 
or about the artists and their cabinets of 
obsessions and wonders.

Obsessions and Accumulations: the 
Artist’s Cabinet wants to recall the original, 
small and colorful cabinet full of apparently 
unrelated works, but it also resembles the 
Art Fair Kabinett, with selected fragments of 
histories or of ongoing research now exposed 
as market novelties. And at the same time, 
Obsessions… shares the curatorial spirit 
of the biennials, which make efforts to 
anticipate what other art spaces also saw.



them today in clear functional and symbolic abandonment. Drawings in mixed technique/
paper (graphite, ink and color pencils; 21x28 cm) from the artist’s collection, dating from 
his study years at the Higher Institute of Art (ISA) between 2005 and 2007 are exhibited 
for the first time. These drawings, similar to a note pad, are the artist’s first approach 
to geographies unknown to him at the time or scarcely seen in books, magazines, and 
the scarce digital information accessible in Cuba in those years. The origin of his entire 
painting and subsequent photography can be found in those drawings, which summarize 
his personal concept of the landscape, of history, and of the impermanence.

cabinet JAVIER CASTRO 

The artist has described his installation as the visual expression of a neurosis, a condition 
he claims is associated to the artists’ creative process but which, in a wider sense, alludes 
to a large part of society. His description further contains terms such as frustration, 
conflict, obsession, instability, paradox … circumstances all too frequent in the national 
environment to be restricted to the psychological state of the creators. His body of work 
(mainly videos and strongly originated in the documentary), abounds in testimonial 
examples that show those circumstances in his own milieu, but goes beyond it. The objects 
accumulated in this installation never achieve their realization; they are fragments of 
unsolved conflicts that accumulate one after the other. They even remain halfway between 
impossibility and negligence, the latter being the result of many successive impossibilities. 
There is great anxiety in his installation Tanto quiere el mono al hijo… (Such is the 
monkey’s love for its son…), a proverb that ends: that it kills it.

cabinet JACQUELINE MAGGI 

Two already existing installations come together on this occasion: Sin Título (Untitled) 
(2001), made up by 100 disposable aprons (first exhibited at the Figueroa-Vives Studio 
and the Wifredo Lam Center in 2003) and Refugio (Refuge) (2008-2019), an ensemble of 
intervened bricks, to create a unique site specific that insists on the artist’s inability to deal 
with the domestic environment, the frustrations, and the gender clichés. Maggi’s entire 
work since the late 1980s, when she made some of the first exhibitions fully dedicated to 
installations in her day, traps at first glance because of the quality of the manufacture, the 
familiar nature of its themes, and the delicacy of its objects. However, a second glance 
shows that her installations are a summary of non-conformities that the artist succeeds 
in exorcizing through the roughness of their materials or the violence involved in the 
handicraft work when manipulating them. During the years of her teaching activity, Maggi, 
without intending to, was one of the intellectual guides of several of the most innovative 
artistic careers of the 1990s in Cuba (the initial duo Alexandre Arrechea-Dagoberto 
Rodríguez, or Fernando Rodríguez, among others), and the dose of craftsmanship and 
meanings contained in the works of these artists was measured out in her workshop at the 
National School of Art. Some of these references are present in this cabinet.



cabinet FIDEL GARCÍA 

It partially reconstructs the artist’s workshop room at his home in Alamar, Havana. It 
contains the original furniture piece he used for his work Bomba Lógica (Logic Bomb), first 
exhibited in the Center for the Development of the Visual Arts, Havana, in 2008, which is 
presently the physical and technological platform of all his pieces. His cabinet in a way 
resembles an electronic laboratory or a hacker’s workshop, since both components are 
present at the base of his entire artistic work. The space includes technological devices, 
numerous bibliography about the artist’s projects since 2003 to date, as well as photo-
graphic documentation of said projects. Eight sets of lithographs and photographs of an 
equal number of projects are exhibited for the first time. The descriptive memories and 
documentation on the creative process of the projects will be available upon request.

cabinet ALEJANDRO GONZÁLEZ 

Celebrating 20 years of the artist’s career (1999-2019) and of his work with the Figueroa-
Vives Studio, a selection of almost all his photographic series is exhibited. The vintage 
prints of his first series Quién (Who) (1999) and Dónde (Where) (2000), as well as a 
selection from Vacío (Emptiness) (2002), one of his first series in color, are shown. There 
are also official selected images from the AM-PM series from 2005; Conducta Impropia 
(Improper Conduct) and Mi Cayito  from 2008 and  Cuba Año Cero (Cuba Year Zero), 
2009-2012, representing sectors of the Cuban civil society that have not been covered 
by the press media. Furthermore, works from his most recent series Reconstrucción I 
(Re-Construction I), Mega Proyectos (The Mega Projects) and Quinquenio Gris (The Five 
Grey Year Period), created between 2012 and 2016 are included, showing his research on 
significant periods and events of Cuba’s recent history now represented by the artist from 
a new and critic perspective. Without chronological order but intentionally interconnected, 
the photos in exhibition evidence the photographer’s coherent research, always focused in 
exploring, rescuing or reconstructing when necessary the photographic image of individuals 
and events excluded from the official historiography.

cabinet LORENA GUTIÉRREZ 

Apparently unrelated objects have been placed in a domestic space. Some of them make 
us suppose that it is a room from the 1970s in a non-specified place. The books and 
photos could indicate the Marxist-Leninist affiliation of the character, but it could also 
be the opposite. The scene is not clear, but it is undoubtedly a biographical sketch and 
at the same time a narrative referred to an intelligence agent, follower of one or the other 
ideology. As in previous installations by the artist, the spectator is invited to be part of the 
experience; in this case, the entire exhibited documentation is available to the visitor, and 
manipulating it could give him new clues about the possible identity of the protagonist. 
Always focused on research in relation to the nature of control systems, the emblems of the 
ideological power, the interstices of lawfulness, and the subjectivity of judgments, Lorena 
with this installation or environment gives us advanced information on her current research, 
still in progress. Caballo de Troya (Trojan Horse) is the title of this staging that alludes to 
those camouflaged characters trained to detect, detonate or spy on risky circumstances.



cabinet FERNANDO RODRÍGUEZ 

In 2014 Fernando Rodríguez exhibited in Galería Servando, Havana his first works from the 
series Works IN Paper, in which he surprisingly transferred his obsession for carving wood 
to paper manufacturing. (His iconic character Francisco de la Cal, reproduced in thousands 
of different sculptures, installations and videos since 1991 now comes to our minds.) 
He had learned the traditional techniques for the work with paper and was beginning to 
recycle artistic, historical, social, and also political contents into abstract objects made of 
this material. Since then he has literally turned into pulp military uniforms, magazines and 
catalogues on Cuban art from different periods, documents recovered from public offices, 
newspapers with news about the sugar harvests, national paper money (Cuban pesos) 
and a copy of the Cuban Constitution from 1976, among others. His cabinet contains a 
selection of these works dated between 2013 and 2019. It also includes a special project 
of architectonic scale entitled “The Wall of Lamentations” (2015-2019) measuring 3x5 
meters and built with bricks made of paper pulp from Cuban art prints (work in progress). 
This is up to now the most ambitious accumulation of his papers.
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